Your Swim Safe Guide
Ensuring children stay safe this summer
whilst swimming outdoors
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In partnership with

Thank you for downloading the
Swim Safe Toolkit.
Our aim is to provide useful information, tips and resources to help inform teachers, parents
and children on the importance of staying safe whilst swimming outdoors.
Whether by the sea, river or lake, the skills involved in keeping safe whilst swimming outdoors
are different to those in an indoor pool, where most pupils’ swimming lessons take place. And
with the summer holidays fast approaching, it is our priority to ensure children know how they
can enjoy the water and stay safe.
In this toolkit, you’ll find a host of resources to deliver a a fun filled lesson on outdoor water
safety as well as information which can be shared with parents through your notice boards,
email, newsletters or social media – however you choose.
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How to use your
Swim Safe Toolkit

Session 2 – Water Safety Flags and Signs
Learning objective Recognise the water safety signs and flags, and what to do if you or you
see someone in trouble
Activity sheet 3 – Design a sign (circle)

Activities

in this download, you will find:
• Lesson presentation – including images
and demonstration videos
• Lesson guidance notes - providing you
the full support to deliver a fun and
engaging swim safety lesson
• Activity sheets – a mixture of fun games
as well as quizzes to test your pupils swim
safety knowledge
•	
Activity answers – to give you a helping
hand
•	
Handouts – to support the delivery of your
swim safety lesson
• Posters – which can be printed and
displayed around your classroom

Activity sheet 4 – Design a sign (triangle)
Activity sheet 5 – Match the signs and descriptions
Colouring pencils and pens

What you’ll need

Estimated duration 30 – 45 minutes depending on the time you allow for activities
Pupil questions/prompts

Slide

Notes

A safe place to swim

Refer back to some of the
difference between swimming
outdoor water compared to an
indoor pool.

How do you know when it’s safe to
swim? What might you see?
Signs and flags

It’s important to highlight that
the signs and flags may be
different at a lake or reservoir
compared to the beach.
The safety flags at
the beach: Red and
yellow

Sign for a safe place to swim,
body board and use inflatables
on the beach. You will often see
a lifeguard positioned between
the red and yellow flags

Who has seen this flag before? What do
you think this flag means?

The safety flags at
the beach: Red

Sign for danger and means do
not swim. Never go in the water
when the red flag is flying under
any circumstances.
Possible reasons may be fog,
large waves or pollution.

Who has seen this flag before? What do
you think this flag means?
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Swim Safe Lesson Guidance Notes
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The information is broken down into
three sessions:
1. Lesson 1
2. Lesson 2
3. Lesson 3
4. Assembly
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Please note, some slides within the
presentation include links to videos hosted
on YouTube. It is worth checking your internet
access or internet permission levels before
starting the lesson.
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Each session is estimated to last 30 minutes
depending on the amount time spent on each
activity. It is your choice how you deliver this
information. This could be in one lesson, or
spaced out across a ‘Swim Safe week’, you
could even deliver this in an assembly and
invite parents along to attend.
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